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The Austin High School dress code requires neat, clean, and appropriate dress and grooming. Students should be 

dressed in such a manner that their appearance does not interrupt the learning process. The dress code is in effect at all 

times while on the campus or while attending any HISD/AHS sponsored event. Austin High School administration 

reserves the right to determine if a student’s dress is a disruption to the educational process. All such decisions are 

final. 

General 

 School shirts restricted to Black, Gray, White or Green solid colors only and Austin HS spirit shirts. 

 Student ID badges are required.  A $1.00 fee will be assessed for a temporary ID. A $5.00 replacement fee will be 

assessed for lost ID badges.    

 Power Up laptop bags are also considered part of the dress code.  Laptops can only be carried in the HISD laptop 

bags, any other bags are prohibited.  Any laptops not in their bags will be confiscated. 

 No Graphics or photos on any clothing 

 Graphics on backpacks must not allude to violence, gangs, sex, drugs, alcohol or other lawlessness; the same applies 

to jewelry and other types of accessories.  Photos with nudity or partial nudity are strictly prohibited 

 Tattoos cannot depict drugs, alcohol, tobacco, sex, vulgar language, gang affiliation, violence, nor death.  It must be 

covered and not visible. 

 No blankets, stuffed animals nor pillows 

 No costumes 

 No sagging, over-sized, baggy clothing allowed 

 If dress/accessories seemingly fit(s) the profile of gang affiliation, administration reserves the right to disallow it 

Skirts/Pants/Warm-ups 

 Austin HS spirit shirts only 

 Skirts/shorts may not be more than 2 inches above the kneecap. 

 No jeggings, leggings, tights, spandex, form-fitting, or dance pants are allowed 

 Jeans with holes can only be worn with black tights or leggings underneath 

 No pajama pants 

 No skin tight warm-ups 

 No sagging - boxer shorts and/or basketball shorts must not be visible when worn under jeans or shorts 

Shoes 

 No slippers, sandals, flip flops, open toe shoes, stiletto heels, and shoes with cleats and/or skate-shoes 

Shirts 

 Solid colors only in either Black, Green, White, or Gray 

 Boys may not wear tank tops or sleeveless shirts 

 Girls may not wear sleeveless shirts including, tank tops, racer back shirts, spaghetti-strapped shirts (“cami’s”), net 

shirts or off the shoulder shirts.  Cover-ups worn over such tops do not suffice. Undergarments, including bra straps, 

should not be visible.  

 Girls must not wear low-cut shirts exposing cleavage.  All tops must be long enough with no exposed skin. 

Head-gear 

No head-gear, exceptions include religious or medical reasons. 

 No sunglassses 


